



1606 Greenbrier Court
Reston VA 22090

September 26, 1986

OPEN LETTER to

J. Hunter Richardson, Jr.
Town Center Project Manager
Reston Land Corporation
11800 Sunrise Valley Drive
Reston VA 22091

Dear Hunter:

When Reston Land Corporation first announced its plan to
"anchor" the Reston Town Center with two large hotels,
my initial reaction was to wonder: Did someone unload
an unusually potent hallucinogen on the fourteent'-floor
of the International Center?

"Anchors," as everyone knows, are the big department stores
that lure crowds to regional shopping centers and there-
by keep the little stores alive.

To substitute a Marriott or a Hilton for a Woodies, Hechts
or Bloomingdales, to anchor the Town Center, would appearto be an act of madness.

Or an act of desperation, hotels being the only thing left
after turndowns for Town Center space by Woodies, Hechts and
all other big stores that had been approached.

Hotels, again as everyone knows, lure primarily people from
out of town. Is it possible that we could end up with a
bustling Town Center peopled almost exclusively by visitors
from Chicago, Boston, Atlanta and elsewhere?

As you know, I asked that question at last week's Reston
Community Association meeting where you gave a progress
report on the Town Center. As to hotels as anchors, I
made a few timorous comments, which, by themselves,
really didn't quite make sense.

Ever/so, Janet Howell, RCA president, thought those comments
of sufficient merit to sic the press on me.
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This might suggest real reservations on the part of the RCA
board as to what's seemingly in the works for the Town Center.
Perhaps RCA directors -- and other Reston residents as well --
are, in effect saying:

"Hotels, as anchors? You've got to be kidding."

At any rate, the press report of my proposals for the Town
Center, although accurate, covered just a fraction of my
ideas.

So, to get this matter fully on the table, and to spur comments
from other concerned Restonians, I intend here to shed my
milquetoast cloak and become totally audacious.

I have been mulling over what you said at that RCA meeting
and I have concluded:

Anchoring the Town Center with hotels is an absolutely in-
spired idea.

In fact, the idea is so great that if Woodies were to recant
and were now to ask for Town Center space, my advise to you
is this:

Don't let them in. Tell them to go peddle their wares at
Tysons Corner and Fair Oaks.

If you were to relent, the Town Center could end up merely
a reduced-size "me too" of those regional shopping centers.

Reston is far too pioneering a community to settle for such
mediocrity, especially in our Town Center, which is supposed
to be a showplace development.

Your projected hotels, I now see, could, if they would, attract
us locals to the Town Center in droves, much to the benefit
of the hotels themselves and to all the little shops and
restaurants that eventually will be strung out between those
anchoring hostelries.

How would those hotels achieve the goal of turning the Town
Center into a "people place"?

Mainly by outdoors operations. Such as?

One alfresco activity adjacent to either hotel would be a
revitalized Reston Farm Market. Not the scaled down version
of 1986, but the gung ho business of 1985, when fresh produce
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and flowers were supplemented by home baked pastries, farm
jellies and jams, nuts and myriad other delicacies.

Certainly, in the Town Center, the market would not have
the zoning problem of its present location.

By planning now for this type of outdoors activity, an
architect could integrate a colorful tent appendage to
the basic hotel structure and even facilitate an indoor-
outdoor operation that could function in bad weather on
a reduced scale.

With no grocery store planned for the Town Center, this
market could fill a major need of the apartment dwellers who
will be living on the fringes of the Town Center.
That farm market tent ought to be part of "tent cities"
extending out from each hotel.

In and near those tents should be community activities,
entertainment, finger food, loitering places and promenadewalks.

Why tents?

Because, first, tents establish a party ambience. Second,
cover is necessary to shield both Town Center hosts and
guests from oppressive midsummer sun and from rain or even
snow.

Another possible outdoors operation:
From their respective kitchens, each hotel could send color-
ful food carts out on the Town Center sidewalks and into the
Town Center squares. These would not be outlandish contraptionssuch as those seen on the mall in downtown Washington, but
would be whimsical, cLitus-style, appealing-looking vehicles.

Further, the hotels could license similar carts for use in
selling toys, flowers, ties, whatever, similar to the way
such carts are used	 in	 Fanueil Hall in Boston, exceptthat the Town Center carts would be more mobile.
As for other outdoors activities of the hotels, there are
endless possibilities, limited only by hotel management
imagination.
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Each hotel should have an assistant manager whose sole respon-
sibility would be to come up with ideas for outdoors opera-
tions -- and other attractions for Reston-area locals --
and then to implement those ideas.

What might such a manager with a feel for the community suggest?

Perhaps, for a one-day event, joint sponsorship with a Reston
civic club of an outdoors fund-raising breakfast in the Town
Center.

Such an attraction can draw big. Reportedly, the Kiwanis
Club in Racine, Wisconsin, serves 10,000 diners with pan-cakes, bacon and the works.

For mere volunteers, the logistics of that kind of activitycan be overwhelming. Co-sponsorship by a hotel, with its
extensive facilities, could, however, make even a Racine-
sized operation manageable.

The hotel assistant manager might also come up with the idea
of co-hosting 10K runs or bicycle club outings, which events
could start and end under the tents of the Town Center.

You people at Reston Land could, if you would, in your develop-
ment of the Town Center residential complexes, go a long way
toward insuring the success of the Town Center, particularly
the food establishments.

This could be accomplished by designing and building housing
for an alternate lifestyle -- alternate, at least, to most
of what now exists in Reston.

Build units for people who want to eat out most of the time.
Or if they eat in, those people don't want to cook.

Put in those units kitchens so undersized that, by comparison,
the Waterview Cluster Pullman-style kitchens, would appear
palatial.

Although they might not like to cook, few of those alternate
lifestylers could survive -- either financially or gastro-
nomically -- dining out each night in one of the several
elegant restaurants you suggested would eventually be opened
in the Town Center.
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So, back to those anchor hotels to solve the problem. The
offering of reasonably-priced, high-quality take-out meals
by the hotel kitchens -- possibly in their tent operations --
could lure even many of us with overbuilt kitchens to the
Town Center.

Reportedly, in some communities, a new type of food preparer
(mostly hole-in-the-wall establishments) is doing land office
business (no pun intended) offering delicious carry-out
alternatives to the always-available, and often semi-inedible,
fast food.

Where, you might ask, would the hotels find outdoors spaceto carry out the type of activities suggested here?

Answer:	 Largely on the planned town squares.
But, you might counter, those squares are to be designed as
aesthetically pleasing urban open spaces.
To counter your counter, I would contend that urban open spacesdevoid of human life are depressing, and I would further argue
that good design or good architecture, by itself, has great
difficulty attracting people.
For proof of that statement, you can go to the L'Enfant
Plaza in downtown Washington any evening after office workers
have gone home, or you can go any week-end time. It will
be unusual if you have to share the plaza with even one other
person.
So, my suggestion to Reston Land -- and this, perhaps, is the
crux of this letter -- let each hotel operate its nearby town
square as a people place for local residents.

Actually, what else can you logically do with those squares?
-- Turn them over to RHOA to mow the grass? (You can't possibly
believe that a neatly maintained miniature park would reallydraw anyone to the Town Center.)
-- Let the town squares be maintained and operated by a Town
Center merchants association? (If you're contemplating that,
you obviously have had few dealings with merchants associations,
for if there ever is a headless horseman operation, it's that.)
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-- Keep the squares yourself at Reston Land, for maintenance
and operation? (That might work for a while, but one of these
days Reston Land will be gone forever, not only from the Town
Center but from all of Reston.)

So, that leaves only the hotels, which will have skilled
management and sufficient financial resources to implement
any worthwhile idea for the operation of those town squares.

Perhaps those squares could be turned over on some sort of
long-term lease wherein the only payment demanded would be
the requirement that the squares be operated continuouslyand in such a manner as to attract the largest possible
number of Reston-area residents to the Town Center.

One	 final suggestion as to those hotels:

Totally integrate them into the restaurant/shops aspect of
the Town Center by having shops and restaurants at the
street level, with street exposure, throughout each hotel
and by designing the hotel structure so that the hotel shops
and restaurants are a continuum of the independent shops and
restaurants along "Main" street.

By doing this, you would accomplish two goals:

1.	 Minimize a "them versus us" Town Center atmosphere,
wherein the two big hotels would be "them" and all the
owners of the little shops and restaurants would be "us."

2.	 Add considerable square footage for shopping/dining.

This additional space seemingly is needed -- as was brought
out by a qualified speaker at the RCA meeting -- for the
planned size of the Town Center core is probably too small
to achieve the stated goal of attracting not only those
of us who live in Reston or Herndon but also people from
Great Falls, Loudoun County, Vienna and other surrounding
communities.

This apparent size problem might further be solved by
requiring the street level of each office building on
"Main" street to be used for shops and restaurants.

Because, once built, the Town Center appears not to be
expandable, what with office buildings and high rise
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residential complexes destined to hem in the merchants,
future expansion space might be reserved by requiring
those "Main" street office buildings to be designed --
possibly with atrium or arcade lobbies -- for easy con-
version, when needed, of second floor, possibly third
floor and basement areas, from office use to shops and
restaurants.

This could also be done for the hotel buildings, where
the lobbies, right from the start, could be on the second
or higher level so as to provide more space for current
or future operations of interest to those persons out
on the street.

At the meeting the other night, you suggested that a Town
Center hotel might not be interested in catering to locals
if this would impinge on the hotel's primary role, that of
serving guests in the hotel rooms.

The opposite result, I believe, would occur. Were the Town
Center to become a major "people place," the hotels would
increase bookings and would have more satisfied guests.

Envision a businessman from Cincinnati who has just checked
into Town Center Hotel No. 1. It's early evening and he
has nothing to do. He steps out into a plaza teeming with
people. He sees the natives at play, and he joins in.

Had he checked into the traditional suburban hotel, what could
he have done?

Probably sat at the hotel bar and gotten slowly stoned. Or re-
laxedin the hotel lobby; but almost any hotel lobby is a
depressing place. Or gone to his room and watched television.

On his next trip to Reston, is this Cincinnati businessman
likely to stay at a Town Center hotel?

Undoubtedly, and the next time he might bring along his Adidas
and join the Reston Runners in a workout. Or, if a bicyclist,
he might rent a bike -- through the hotel, of course -- and
join Reston Bicycle Clubbers in a spin on the W&OD out to
Leesburg.

One thing you said at the meeting the other night disturbs me.
I inferred that any participation by any hotel in any endea-
vor to lure local residents to the Town Center would be a
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decision that only that hotel management could make.

This would suggest that the Reston Land Corporation and its
partner in the Town Center development have already lost
control of the situation.

If that's true, God help us.

I can envision a nightmare outcome: A Ramada Renaissance
at one end of the Town Center and a Tysons-type Sheraton
at the other end of the Center, and both hotels operated --
as hotels traditionally are -- solely for their out-of-town,
in-house guests, mostly business travelers, and for group
meals, also primarily business events.

Should that happen, I fear that many, if not most, locals
would mentally write off the Town Center as a place to go.

In what might then be termed a "drag anchor" situation,
the hotels, themselves, could be doing well, but all the
Town Center small merchants and restauranteurs might be
adrift.

Thanks for listening.




Ver	 truly yours,








CFL/abm





P.S.	 One final, and, obviously, most important point: In
response to a query as to what hotels might do to lure Reston
people to the Town Center arid keep them there, my respondent
replied, "Provide toilets."


